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***

“Turbo cancer” is a non-medical  term that has arisen to describe very aggressive and
rapidly  progressive  cancers  following  Pfizer  or  Moderna  COVID-19  mRNA  vaccination  and
suppression  of  the  immune  system.

I have written 14 substacks about turbo cancers so far:

turbo cancers in Canadian doctors (click here)
turbo cancer leukemias (click here) and children (click here) and (click here)
turbo cancer lymphoma (click here)
turbo brain cancer glioblastomas (click here) and (click here)
turbo cervical cancer (click here)
turbo testicular cancer in athletes (click here)
turbo cancer of appendix (click here)
turbo sarcomas (click here)
turbo colon cancers (click here)
turbo gastric cancers (click here)
turbo lung cancers

And today’s focus is on turbo breast cancers.

South African Mayor, 42 year old Marlene Vermaak Van Staden had a lump after COVID-19
booster shot, it was a stage 4 turbo breast cancer, she died 10 months later on June 5, 2023
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42 year old Marlene was Mayor of a town in South Africa. She had a COVID-19 booster shot
and shortly  after,  in  April  2022 she  discovered  a  lump in  her  left  breast,  which  was
diagnosed as Stage 4 breast cancer in Sep. 2022. She died on June 5, 2023.

Savannah, GA – 35 year old ObGyn doctor Jessica Mullinix died of breast cancer. She “was
forced to end her practice in Nov. 2022 after learning her cancer had metastasized” (click
here)

https://obituaries.valdostadailytimes.com/obituary/dr-jessica-mullinix-1087328347
https://obituaries.valdostadailytimes.com/obituary/dr-jessica-mullinix-1087328347
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Singapore – 37 yo UK (NHS) trained doctor Yee Vonne Liong was diagnosed with aggressive
breast cancer in Jul/Aug. 2021. It spread to her brain and she died on May 14, 2023.

Ottawa, ON – 41 yo Ontario Provincial Police Constable Colleen Danielle McGrath died on
March 21, 2023. She was diagnosed with breast cancer in Nov. 2021 after her employer
illegally mandated COVID-19 mRNA vaccines.
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Endless Twitter reports of breast cancer after Pfizer or Moderna mRNA jabs:
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VAERS 2003653 – 36F, 2nd Pfizer, 146 days later Stage 3 Breast cancer

VAERS 2064952 – 40F, 2nd Pfizer, 124 days later two breast cancers

VAERS  2072021  –  50F,  2nd  Pfizer,  pain  under  left  arm  after  Pfizer  injection,  lymph  nodes
swollen, biopsy showed breast cancer

My Take… 

Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 mRNA vaccines are temporally associated with a significantly
increased incidence of breast cancers.

turbo breast cancers are skewed towards younger women
turbo breast cancer lesions tend to be bigger in size
they grow faster and have a more rapid course (although this varies widely)
turbo breast cancers sometimes present with multiple tumors
patients  who  had  breast  cancer  in  the  past  and  were  in  remission,  are
developing  breast  cancer  recurrences  after  Pfizer  or  Moderna,  which  are  much
more aggressive and often fatal
a common turbo breast cancer type seems to be “triple negative breast cancer”
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many breast cancer patients were forced to have Pfizer or Moderna mRNA jabs
because oncologists didn’t realize mRNA could cause or worsen cancer.

Because breast cancer is so common and the presentation is so variable, it may take a very
long time for oncologists to recognize.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
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